Bunded Fuel Tanks
Lockable lid for extra
security

2000 Litres

450 Litres

Why Bunded Fuel Tanks?
Current legislation makes it illegal to store or transport fuels
without an inner bunded tank. This is to prevent pollution caused
by the leakage of damaging fuels and phosphates. BEWARE it is
illegal to store fuel in tanks that do not carry UN approval.
Why Jubaili Bros Bunded Fuel Tanks?
Lap-joint welded seams for extra strength and to ensure lasting
high quality. Removable outer lid and inner tank for maintenance
and inspection. Tanks are fabricated from high grade mild steel.
Walls and lid 3mm thick, base and forklift pockets 4mm thick.

950 Litres

housed and can be safely locked within the bund, allowing the
tank to be secure while in use. Jubaili Bros bunded metal tanks
can be stacked three high empty and two high full to maximise
storage space.
These tanks meet strict quality standards, are PPG2/ PPG26
compliant and UN approved.
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All tanks have three feed and returns as standard for multiple
generator running options. All pumps/connections /hoses are
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How Bunded Tanks Work
Jubaili Bros Bunded tanks are fabricated from high grade mild
steel. An inner tank contains the initial volume of fuel.
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In the unlikely event that this tank develops a leak the outer tank
will prevent the fuel from escaping into the environment. The
bunded tank has a capacity of 110% of volume.
Return

Jubaili Bros bunded tanks are designed with an easy removable
steel inner tank for maintenance and inspection.

Spare Feed

Quality Stantards
Bunded tank range has been designed, built and tested to ADR
and UN requirements and comply with Pollution Protection
Guidelines (PPG2/ PPG26)
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